


WORKSHOP

Compiled by Peter Hewson

John Sutherland

John lives in Havelock North, a suburb of 
Hastings in Hawkes Bay, and flys with Model 
Flying Hawkes Bay at Awatoto Field.  An 
engineer by trade, he is a busy man being in 
charge of all the machinery at Tumu Timbers 
Mill in Hastings.   John and Michelle have a nice 
home in the low leafy hills of Havelock North 
east of the city, and like many modellers has 
converted the two car basement garage into a 
man sized workshop.  In answer to the 
question, “What is your top 10 list of tools” he 
supplied the following.....
1.  Xacto #11 modelling knife.
2. Snap bladed craft knife.
3. 300mm steel engineer’s ruler.
4. A long aluminium sanding bar.
5. Balsa saw.
6. G-clamps assorted.
7. Dremel power tool & accessores.
8. Hacksaw.
9. Long aluminium straightedge.
10. 6 ½ inch lathe & drill press.

John is noteworthy for his engineering 
approach to building his favourite aircraft, 
Warbirds, and is currently in the middle of the 
scratch build of a second FW190, the Dora 
model.

Organized by Waiarapa Model Flying Club

Entry fee $5 per day

Camping facilities available

All day sport flying and fun competions

Demonstrations by Nats Competitors

Indoor Flying in the hall 7pm to 9pm

Saturday morning swapmeet, 8 to 11am

Email: natsman14@xtra.co.nz



What is a 9x6 propeller?

In this configuration the 9 is the 
diameter and the 6 is the pitch- and in an 
ideal world would amount to the 
distance travelled per revolution. 

Each propeller blade is in fact a wing 
that produces forward lift at each 
revolution- the amount of lift/forward 
motion is determined by the 'pitch' or the 
angle of the blade- and also the airfoil of 
the blade. Many describe a propeller as 
the gearbox of an engine and selecting 
the correct gear/ pitch is made easier 
w h e n  y o u  h a v e  l o t s  o f  
experience...don't forget that we are all 
still learning!

Every cross section of each blade 
produces its own lift and drag, and must 
be carefully considered to attain the 
maximum performance. 

Because the blade is rotating when the 
engine is running the direction and 
velocity of air meeting each blade varies 

widely from the hub to the tip...for maximum 
efficiency the angle of attack- commonly known as 
pitch of each section of blade must be adjusted to 
produce the best drag to lift ratio.

For this reason it is important that each blade is the 
same pitch at each section- known as a 'station’ 
and also the same thickness at each station. 
Those of us who manufacture our own propellers 
are familiar with a pitch gauge and vernier 
callipers- they are both important tools that need 
to be used when trying to extract the maximum 
performance out of the propeller/ engine 
combination.

Generally speaking propellers operate at 
maximum efficiency only at one specific air speed, 
air density, rpm, and engine power and any 
departure from the design criteria tends to reduce 
the efficiency and effectiveness- most times,, 
unless you know what you are doing any propeller 
modification will give you detrimental results.

For a sport flier modifying a propeller should be the 
last thing to consider and you are better-off 
purchasing another grey propeller of a different 
pitch and diameter- but for the racing enthusiast 
then experimenting with propellers is part of the 
sport. In racing, whether it be control line or pylon 
racing the aim is to produce a 'high performing' 
propeller to work at optimum efficiency at all times. 
In general the horsepower and air density do not 
change too much during the day so we end up 
having to adjust our propellers to attain maximum 
air speed with engine RPM....us competitive 
modellers tend to carry a large number of 

propellers to allow us to attain maximum performance. The other way of 
doing it is to simply readjust the needle but I think that will be a separate 
article at some later stage.

I often refer to a pitch as a 'resultant pitch' which takes into account the 
efficiency of the propeller.

No propeller will be 100% efficient and we should take this into account 
when recording and we should assume that to have an 80% efficient 
propeller is possibly the best you will ever get.

What are the propeller airfoils that we use?

Most use a CLARK Y airfoil which has an angle of attack of 2.0 degrees- 
this is not a flat bottom airfoil but one that has a slightly raised and radiused 
leading edge (called “Phillips entry” BGGG). Many will be fooled with this 
airfoil when using a pitch gauge as the radiused leading tends to be 
forgotten- whilst the 2 degrees is not too much of a problem it certainly 
becomes very important when trying to match blade for blade when 
modifying a carbon fibre propeller.

Angle of incidence for the wing is, "the angle that the wing chord line 
makes with the center line of the fuselage".
Angle of attack for the wing is, "the angle that the wing chord line 
makes with the airflow". 

As you can see the angle of incidence is built in and therefore fixed in the 
model but the angle of attack is variable depending on the model’s attitude 
to the airflow. 

But, there is no such thing as a flat bottom Clark. People keep calling a 
straight line with a french curve on top a Clark Y. A Clark Y airfoil is not flat 
bottomed! It is flat from the TE forward to 25% chord, and then it ain't. It is a 
cambered airfoil, some people call "semisymmetrical" since there are no 
concave lines on the lower surface. For symmetrical airfoils, the zero lift line 
happens to coincide with the chord line, the chord line is really more of a 
physical reference than anything else, a datum line if you will, and has little 
else significance. Better to turn your aerodynamic attention towards the 
zero lift line.- the chord line is not the zero lift line, it is the line from the apex 
of the LE to the apex of the TE. - it is quite normal for cambered airfoils to 
have a zero lift angle that is negative relative to the chord line, refer to the 
graph below where zero lift for the Clark Y occurs at a angle of attack of 
–3.52 degrees (the graph is not accurate but shows you what you need to 
know)

thickness

mean camber line

trailing edge

chord line

chord c

camber

leading edge

Cord line showing 2 degrees AoA

wind

Clark Y section
showing chord line
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Parameters for the Clark-Y:
Zero lift angle: -3.52 degrees (the only place to get this is from 
airfoil data)
Ideal angle of attack : +0.91 degrees
Camber: 3.55%
Thickness: 11.72%
These numbers are from Compufoil data

Nope, not a spelling error, but a rather interesting and useful 
re-purposing of another product.

I was in the USA recently, and picked up one of my favourite 
magazines “American Woodturner” You can't readily find it in 
NZ, and it's always full of interesting material. By the way, 
those who would claim magazines are “dead” would be well 
advised to visit Barnes and Noble in the USA, the magazine 
section is growing and growing, with virtually every imaginable 
interest catered for. Probably 80% of them are never seen in 
NZ. But that's another topic.

Anyway, in the April 2013 issue, there's an interesting article on 
this “Oogloo” although it looks like they grabbed the original 
idea off the Internet.  So, what is it?

It's a modified version of ordinary silicone RTV rubber, or caulk, 
the type that smells strongly of acetic acid. It's modified by 
ordinary old cornflour. I used Selley's Clear Glass Silicone 
Sealant (about $10 per 310g tube) and Pam's cornflour (the 
cheapest I could get) .  Out-of-the-tube silicone caulk normally 
forms a skin on the outside and sets slowly by curing from the 
outside in. The curing process is caused by moisture migrating 
through. Now,  cornflour is great for absorbing moisture, so 
when it's mixed with the silicone, it cures throughout at the 
same rate. The curing rate, strength and flexibility will depend 
on the ratio of silicone to cornflour, and this is very controllable 
by the user.

The ratio of cornflour to silicone can vary over a very wide 
range from about 1:10 to 10:1.  A little  cornflour will give a long 
curing time, and a softer material, but gives more handling 
time, and is more sticky of course. A high percentage of 
cornflour will give a dry and stiff mix, and one that cures within 
maybe 20 minutes, but as a bonus it's easy to mould by hand 
without it sticking to everything in sight. 

It is recommended that you leave the cornflour out in a dish to 
absord a bit of room moisture, but I did not find that necessary. 

Some other variations are possible as well, a little mineral 
spirits added will thin it out, almost to the state where it's 
pourable, and a little oil-based paint will act as a colourant. But, 
be warned, take it easy with the spirits and paint. A little will 
suddenly make a profound change. I found it's like mixing 
concrete, just a splash more water changes the mix from 
something too dry into a sloppy mess!

So, what use is it?  Well, I made a replacement silicone rubber 
cone for my 1/2A starter, took a female mould off a pilot, and I'm 
about to make some custom servo mounts with it.  One 
application is yet to be tested, that is an “add-on silencer 
applique”  In a recent Aust RCM, Brian Winch claimed that 
adding a layer of silicone tape over a muffler knocked about 3-4 
dB off the sound level, a worthwhile reduction for very little cost 
and effort. So, I mixed up a batch of this Oogloo and layered it 
over a muffler. See the (not very pretty) results in the picture. 
I'm just waiting for a decent couple of days to do an A-B test and 
a sound level meter to see what reduction can be measured. 

I'm also about to think about making rubber anti-vibration 
mounts with it. I think it's one of things that is only limited by 
your imagination.

Barry Lennox



This will be the final part to this article and I hope I’ve been able 
to give a little insight to some design ideas and future projects. 
Thanks to all who have contacted me as a result of the articles 
and I hope your projects all turn to success. In this final part, I 
shall discuss motor, driver and power supply selection and the 
associated hook up of each. 

Motor Selection 
Typically, stepper motors are identified by their rated torque 
and by the mounting bolt pattern. You will find motors such as 
NEMA 17, NEMA 23, NEMA 34 etc. which all relate to the 
mounting flange and bolt pattern dimensions. Additionally the 
motors will have a rated holding torque value which is usually 
given as an imperial measurement of oz/inches, and an 
inductance value expressed in Millihenry (Mh). Don’t worry 
about the inductance value at this stage, but it does come into 
play a little later.

Selecting a motor with adequate torque was a bit of a 
challenge, since I didn’t have the machine constructed to have 
any idea of the mass it would need to drive around the table. 
The calculation should have been relatively straight forward 
F=MA (Force = Mas X Accel) and then a conversion of Force X 
radius of the pinion gear on the rack and pinion drive system. 
With some assumption, my calculations worked out to needing 
motors of around 280 oz/In, but after discussion on the forums 
and observing what others were using on similar size 
machines, I elected to up the size to 400 oz/in. A comfort factor 
of up to 40% over the minimum size is considered acceptable.
A concern with the rack and pinion drive system is to ensure the 
motor torque is going to be adequate to handle the load of a 
rapid reverse direction of travel. With underpowered steppers it 
is easy for the motors to be overpowered by the mass and 
suffer from a term called “missed steps”. Missed steps occur 
when the program thinks the cutter is at a certain position but in 
fact it is actually some distance off. Missed steps also occur 
when the motors just don’t have the power to drive the cutter 
through the material at the requested rate. For this reason, a 
little bigger is better. If you choose to use the ball screw drive 
assembly rather than rack and pinion, the motor sizes can be 
reduced significantly due to the mechanical advantage of 
driving via a screw thread, which will also assist avoiding 
missed steps, but it will be to the sacrifice of speed.

Power Supplies
All of the control and signal circuitry operates at a very low and 
safe 5 Volts, usually powered from a plug pack type power 
supply, to run the operating commands of the stepper drivers. 
However the stepper motors themselves do need a much more 
substantial power supply to power them. The power supply 
voltage for a stepper motor is derived from a calculation based 
on the inductance of the motors being run. A voltage higher 
than the mathematically derived maximum will result in 
excessive heating due to I²R losses with very little gain in 
performance; a lower voltage will result in a proportional loss in 
speed. To determine the maximum voltage for a motor, take the 

inductance and insert it in to the following formula, where L is 
the inductance: 
32 * √L = MAXIMUM VOLTAGE
For a common 400 oz/in motor, whose inductance is 2.6mH, 
this works out to about 52VDC; a 48VDC (the closest common 
voltage) power supply will work very well and will prevent the 
motor from overheating. A very good description of why we use 
a high voltage to drive these motors is found at: 
http://www.geckodrive.com/step-motor-basics
 
In addition to calculating the operating voltage, you will also 
need to ensure that the maximum supply current is also 
available to all the motors. To achieve this a general rule of 
thumb is to take the current rating of each motor and multiply it 
by the number of motors you have, then multiply the total by 
2/3. It is highly unlikely that a situation will develop where all 
motors will be drawing maximum current at the same time.

Drivers
Now that we have derived the size of the motor needed and the 
size of the power supply to satisfy the job, we need to match 
this with an appropriate driver assembly. There are a couple of 
options available. For the smaller loads (of say up to 36 Volts) 
there are some very good and well-priced combination boards 
which have 3 or 4 drivers as well as the breakout board all in 
one package. Alternatively for the larger size motors, individual 
drivers for each motor are required with a standalone breakout 
board to control them. 

The driver has a number of functions. One of the most 
important features is through the selection of switches on the 
driver it will limit the current to the motor and prevent an 
overheating condition. It is normal for the motors to run a little 
warm, but they can easily be damaged by an overcurrent 
situation.

The driver is also responsible for powering the coils in the 
motor in the correct sequence to provide the step. The most 
common stepper motors used are 200 steps/rev or, if you 



prefer, 1.8 degrees/step. Through some very intelligent 
circuitry, the driver also provides current to the motor coils in 
such a way that it can stop the rotor at intermediate points in 
between each normal step, giving very accurate control of the 
rotor position. This is called “micro stepping” and pretty much 
all drivers available these days have the ability to micro step. 
The amount of micro stepping is selectable by switches on the 
driver and is a very important feature for accuracy.

Connections are very straight forward. Two wires from the 
motor power supply and four wires from the motor all connect 
to the power terminals, and three wires (ground, pulse and 
direction) are connected to the signal terminals from the 
breakout board. Each time the pulse cable is powered the 
motor will take one step (or micro step if selected). If the 
direction and pulse cable are powered together, the motor will 
step in the opposite direction. Through a rapid pulse stream the 
motor will run continuously at a speed determined by the pulse 
rate.

Breakout Board
The breakout board serves two main purposes. It provides the 
interface from the computer printer port to each of the input and 
output connections on the machine, and through a bank of opto 
isolators it provides a safe guard for the computer being 
exposed to any reverse currents. This was something I found 
out the hard way by moving the gantry of the machine around 
by hand with it depowered. The stepper motors worked very 
well as a generator providing a reverse current. The result, one 
blown up driver, but the computer was saved by the opto 
isolators. 

From the breakout board we run the signal wires to each driver 
(outputs) and wiring from the limit switches and emergency 
stop switch (inputs). Through the magic of electrons passing 

through diodes, it will send the required information to each 
driver, or from the switches with commands back to the 
computer.

Software
As mentioned in earlier parts to this article, the software most 
commonly used is Mach 3 by Artsoft. This very powerful 
program has a considerable number of parameters to set with 
infinite flexibility. This is ultimately where the acceleration, 
speed and calibration for number of steps per millimetre will be 
set. 

Each stepper motor will have two pin assignments in Mach 3. 
One for the direction and one for the pulse. These pin numbers 
will correspond to the pin connections each driver has with the 
breakout board and need to be assigned for the required axis of 
travel. Once assigned, the speed and acceleration is set 
principally by trial and error until you get a comfortable speed 
and smooth running of the motors. This process can take a little 
time, but is imperative to get right. 

A very nice feature within Mach 3 is the calibration process of 
each axis. You will need to have a reasonable idea of how 
many steps it will take to move one millimetre and set that as a 
base line. Then, by selecting the calibration feature in Mach 3, 
you can select a predetermined distance of travel to say 100 
mm. This will move the axis to where it thinks 100 mm of travel 
is. We then measure the actual distance travelled and enter it 
into the program. It will then recalculate the number of steps 
and automatically assign this to the software. A repeat of this 
process should have the machine travel the precise expected 
distance, if not, repeat the process to get it perfect.

Limit switches and emergency stop buttons are configured in 
much the same way, where the pins need to be assigned within 
the program to the same pins they are connected to on the 
breakout board.

The Artsoft website has some excellent tuition videos on how to 
configure the software for maximum performance and is very 
straightforward to follow. 

Conclusion
I have tried to keep this part as straightforward as possible, but 
often when it comes to describing electrons in wires it can 
sound a little complex and confusing. There is a wealth of 
information available on the web and most of the more 
reputable vendors of parts can give you some very helpful 
advice as well.

To those of you who have contacted me throughout this article, 
I hope you get the same enjoyment out of the project as I did. 
Feel free to contact me with any questions.
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Hotliners is a general term used to describe a class of high 
performance electric gliders. The planes in this class vary 
greatly, but they all share some common traits:
- “glider-like” build. Large, thin wings with sleak 

fuselages
- Able to climb at very steep angles, over 70degrees
- Electric motor powered
- Fast

The first hotliners began to appear around the early 1990’s in 
Europe/Germany but as electric technology has improved their 
popularly has increased greatly around the world. Most 
hotliners are flown as general sport models, however their 
development has always been closely related to its 
competition side, the FAI F5B models. 

F5B, originally called F3E until the electric classes were 
named in the 90’s, is a combination of 3 tasks flown 
consecutively in a single flight. These three tasks are very 
different from each other requiring a model that excels at 
multiple tasks. These tasks are:
- Distance – A pilot must complete as many 150m “legs” 

gliding between two poles as possible in 200 seconds. You 
can use the motor to climb up to 10 times during this task, 
however the motor must be off for all legs. Each leg is worth 
10points.

- Duration – Once the distance task has ended a 600second 
duration flight must be performed. Points are lost each time 
the motor is used, along with points for under/over flying the 
target time.

- Landing – Bonus points are awarded if landing occurs 
within a 5/10/15m landing circle.

As you can see the above tasks dictate a model must have a 
large flight envelope. Speeds during the distance tasks can 
approach 200mph at the end of the motor runs, but only 
seconds later the same plane must be able to slow down into a 
thermal gliding mode to maintain lift during the duration task. 
Finally the model must slow to a crawl to come to rest inside the 
5m landing target. 

This exciting sport has driven many improvements in model 
and drivetrain design that have filtered down to sport hotliners, 
and many other models in general. Almost all hotliners today 
are built using composite construction methods, however 
many older models had built up wings.

The most impressive feature common to all hotliners is the 
power to weight ratio. The exact specifications vary depending 
on who you are talking to, but an often used measure is 2,000 
watts per kg of plane or above is classified as a hotliner. 
Competition class F5B models can easily have a ratio of > 
3,500 watts per KG. That’s well over 4,500 hp per metric ton, or 
close to 10 times the power to weight ratio of the Bugatti 
Veyron.

All this power does come with downsides. The life of an 
average of high performance hotliner parts is often not very 
long. Motors, gearboxes, speed controllers and batteries are 
all under incredible strain during flight and it is common to have 

A common style of hotliner. Full 
wing (ailerons + flaps) allow 
adjustable camber to cope with 
a wide range of speeds. Large 
high pitched folding prop is a 
standard feature.
 

Another F5B model, similar to 
the above but with a V tail.

components running well over spec. This needs to be kept in 
mind when designing and building a hotliner to ensure that 
when (not if) parts fail the model remains in a controllable state 
ensuring safety to the pilot and others nearby. This generally 
results in separate flight and receiver/servo power systems to 
isolate them from each other. Flight surfaces and servos need 
particular care to ensure they are up to the task.

To try to stop this behaviour of overdriving parts to the breaking 
point the FAI introduced limiters for the 2008 and above world 
championships. These limiters provide a more even playing 
field for all competitors to ensure it does not become a matter of 
“who has the most money to burn in broken parts”. These 
limiters shut down the power to the motor when 
1750watt/minutes of power has been used. This in effect allows 
a pilot to choose between more power for a shorter time, or less 
power for a long time depending on their flying style and skill.

Getting started in hotliners can be quite a daunting task, 
however there is an increasing popular “stepping-stone” that 
many pilots are finding great enjoyment in. The so called 
“warmliners” is a bridge between an electric glider, and a 
hotliner. These models generally have a power to weight ratio 
of around 1,000watts per KG which provides an exciting flight, 
without the hassles and heartaches of overstressed 
components. These models are available in various ARF or 
RTF, or can be model as a kit to build yourself. With the recent 
decrease in RC gear cost a warmliner can be had for relativity 
low cost.

Competition F5B is not currently flown in New Zealand, but 
there are a few of us around the country that have F5B legal 
setups. In my experience all of them would be more than happy 



to help out with advice or information. I for 
one would love to see the return of this high 
performance class to the New Zealand 
sk ies ,  and see New Zealanders  
representing us on the world stage.

Brad Pearpoint
sykoticnz@gmail.com
0276341030

Right: Explanation of the Distance task. A 
competition level flyer will normally complete 
4 “legs” on each motor run providing him with 
a score of at least 40 legs on an average flight.

Diagram showing launch, 4 legs and 2nd climb
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Below: Heather Mardon’s Backfire 
(Pink/Yellow), Chris Jackson’s 
Speedfire (white/blue/red) and the 
authors Radiant (white/red). All 2m 
class hotliners.

Below right: The  smaller 1.4m 
hotliners. The X planes. One is 
owned by Brad Pearpoint, the 
other is Chris Jackson’s.



Many freeflighters, in particular those flying Open or FAI 
classes, need to travel quite large distances to a suitable flying 
site. Even practice or trimming can involve the same 2 to 3 
hours of driving. Then there are those who would just like to 
enjoy a bit of gentle freeflight at their local park…if only it were a 
bit bigger, and didn’t have all those goalposts, trees and 
houses around. Considering the time they take to build and 
trim, our models have considerable sentimental value and we 
tend to avoid risking them.

My club field in Whitianga is the local airfield, and freeflight is 
not welcome there due to the need to share it with full-size 
aircraft. Our local park is two footie fields in size and simply not 
big enough to fly any decent f/f model.

There is one other freeflighter in our club, Neville Hopley, and 
together we decided to try “r/c assist” with our models. In his 
case, an A2 model and mine, an old open rubber model.  The 
plan was to have all the attraction of freeflight, with your model 
silently climbing away into the sky in a bit of gentle lift on a warm 
summer evening, all very nostalgic. However, the magic 
disappears when the drift takes it off the park and into that 
property surrounded by the two metre fence and home to a 
number of pitbulls.

We needed a simple and light system that would allow us to 
enjoy our flying without the need for ultra-short d/t’s and tight 
glide circles. Such a system would need to be detachable and 
not affect the existing trim of the model. In Neville’s case, he 
was able to replace nose ballast with a small radio receiver, 
battery and servo and still preserve his CG position. The 
existing rudder was increased in size with a thin piece of foam 
sheet and the auto-rudder temporarily disabled. I rubber-
banded a small pod to contain the radio gear above the wing of 
my O/R model, and fitted a clip-on rudder above the fin. In both 
models a pair of light cotton threads linked the servo to the 
rudder.

In both cases, the results were quite successful. There was no 
problem keeping the models within the safe flying area, and as 
control was used only when necessary, it was nice to enjoy a bit 
of “freeflight” for a change.

Of course “r/c assist” has been around for years, but that 
usually meant large, often “vintage” models with IC motors, not 
f/f gliders and rubber models. The photos show the 
installations, Neville’s A2 weighing little more after the 
modifications, and my setup adding some 25g to the all-up 
weight. Throwing more money at it would reduce the weight 
and drag penalty and possibly make it suitable for the “mini” 
classes, or even f/f scale to avoid those early trimming crashes! 
If anyone wished to try their own version, a full-range radio 
system should be considered as duration models can get quite 
high when in lift, and although there are many lighter and 
smaller systems available, these are often short on radio 
range, and a flyaway is a risk. As always, don’t forget the d/t.
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Above:
Detail on the A2 
rudder

Left & below:
S h o w i n g  t h e  
system on the 
rubber model



For many years, the BMFA have run a programme to encourage 
youths to take up flying by means of a simple rubber powered Dart 
which could be made in a short time and flown the same day.  Then 
someone thought ”that flies well, but wouldn’t it be even better if it were 
electric powered and fitted with radio”.  The current crop of electronics 
makes it easily achievable and the resulting plane is great for indoor 
flying and outdoors on calmish days.  The plan is designed for the 
plane to be cut from a single piece of 2mm Depron the size of an A3 
sheet of paper and so you can get plenty of them out of a single sheet of 
foam.  There will be a small fleet of them available at the Nationals and 
we will run competitions such as indoor pylon racing and carrier deck 
landing.  More would be welcome so this is what you need:

1 x piece of 2mm Depron sheet, 420mm x 295mm.
1 x 10 gm motor with 6 x 5 propeller
1 x 5 amp speed controller
2 x 3.7 gm servos
1 x 300 mah  2 cell lipo
1 x balsa 2.5 mm by 25mm x 450mm long
1.5mm Carbon rod for the undercarriage and servo push 

rods. 
 2 x 2mm Carbon rod 250mm long leading edges re-

inforcement.

First, draw out your plan directly onto the Depron.  Using the A3 sheet 
size, the wing tips are 50mm wide, the elevator is 25mm wide and the 
rudder leading edge is 130mm.  The Smart Dart is very tolerant of 
modifications to suit whatever you prefer, but these dimensions are a 
good start. 

  
When you have marked out the Depron, you can cut out the parts.  You 
will need a new blade in your knife, a sharp straight edge and you can 
wet the blade with methylated spirits for a really clean cut.  Glue the 
wings together at a dihedral angle having put a suitable chamfer on the 
edge of the sheets with a long straight sanding block.  One wing tip 
needs to be raised by 75mm to give the required amount of dihedral.  
To glue Depron, the best glue is Uhu Por but you can also use foam 
friendly Cyano. Some scraps of 2.5 mm balsa provide re-inforcement 
for the centre section join.

The fuselage is a balsa stick with a small circle of ply on the front for 
mounting the motor reinforced by a couple of small pieces of triangular 
section. The circle of ply can be cut with a small hole cutter or tank 
cutter.

   
At the front of the fuselage, a couple of pieces of 
2.5mm balsa form the supports to the wing and also the 
mounting for the undercarriage.  The undercarriage 
legs are from 2mm carbon strip and the axles are from 
brass tube.  Bend the tube the correct angle by forming 
the fold with a screwdriver and then glue the tube to the 
end of the legs with epoxy and a blob of solder to retain 
the wheels.  Be careful not to melt the wheels in the 
process!

Under the tailplane, some scraps of carbon reinforce 
the halves and form a skid to protect the tailplane and 
elevator.

  
The control surfaces are hinged with Blenderm tape on 
both sides to give a lightweight and flexible join.
The Undercarriage is glued to the wing support struts 
using epoxy and the radio gear fitted using sticky back 
Velcro.  The servos are epoxied to the rear fuselage 
after putting a wrap of masking tape around them in 



case you have to change them.  I use a 2S battery of 300 mah 
capacity but the plane is pretty tolerant of various sizes.
  
With the battery fitted by a piece of Velcro just behind the motor, 
the Centre of Gravity is 100mm back from the front point of the 
wing. So there you have it, an indoor flyer from a single A3 
sized piece of Depron and a few scraps, go ahead, get cutting 
and glueing! 



Like my Miles Hawk I started the Vampire project as a “Sport 
Scale Model”. I was warned off the Kerry Sterner plans but I’d 
already ordered them and I found out pretty quickly after they 
arrived why I shouldn’t have bothered. The only positive thing 
about his model is that there’s a couple flying in the country 
and they fly very well but they are not very accurate at all. In 
fact for the "purists" among us the whole thing is shockingly 
inaccurate.

I searched for the best 3 views available, settling on those from 
Alfred Granger and those supplied with the "Warpaint 
Vampire" publication. It wasn't until I was way further down the 
track than I would have liked to have been that good solid info 
came via the RNZAF Museum Restoration crew. The net result 
as you will see was a series of modifications to both the 
prototpye build and later to the mould. One step forward and 
two backwards is an understatement of massive proportions.

Picture 1 - plug
I had the moulds made by Alan Ladyman, including the boom 
moulds with fin attached. These booms show up in the 
foreground. Sadly the mould had to be binned and a fresh start 
made. I decided to build the new prototype booms from 0.4mm 
ply with balsa formers and four stringers. I have no pics of 
these as the intention is to produce glass booms as part of a 
kit.

I’ve had a set of MDF CNC cut boom blanks which were done 
by Gary Graham for some time now and they still await my 
attention. That will be after I've completed this particular 
model. I've told myself I should have done all the kit work first, 
but it would have been a nightmare regards accuracy, so 
completing my own model first was in fact the sensible 
direction to follow.

Pictures 2 & 3 - Mould and woodwork
The fuselage has mostly ply woodwork and it was reverse 
engineered to yield laser cut formers . It’s assembled on a jig 
and when all is deemed to be in place correctly the lid is 
attached. Moulded intakes are included.

We move now to the original set up including a nose leg mock 
up. The big changes since then involved cutting off the nose 
section and the tail cone. This drastic action was taken to 
correct mistakes that came to light after I got serious about the 
model and went and measured the example at Motat. The 
drawings referred to above arrived from the RNZAF Museum 
about the same time. I’ve now come to accept that I will have to 
start again with the plug and correct that in order to make a 
new fuselage mould for production purposes. If I leave it 
“wrong” …then every one will be that way…wrong!

Pictures 4 & 5 - New Tailcone
Dealing with the tail cone was done to have it correctly aligned 
in side view. The museum drawings revealed that the engine 
thrust line is not parallel to the datum line but slopes down 
towards the tail at 1.6 degrees. None of the available 
“reputable” 3 views show this detail.
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To cut a long story short, my updated information revealed 
another outline and alignment problem with the nose …so off it 
came. At this point in time the reshaping is nearing an end and I’ve 
made some major progress with the design of the nose leg retract 
assembly. 

Picture 6 & 7 - Nose Job
I decided to go for Vac form mouldings for the new nose parts, 
reinforced with ¾ oz glass cloth on this model but future units will 
be epoxy. Next time I’ll show the boom mountings, tail surfaces 
and hopefully the nose leg system. The wing panels are pretty 
much done but first things first.

There will be those out there who will say this is a mythical project 
because it’s been so long in the making but there are other 
underlying reasons why it’s not yet completed. However, I assure 
you it’s real and yes, it’s just as well I have a passion for the 
aircraft. 

6
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Richard Race’s Extra on steroids

Jared  MulhollandA10 ready to go

Dave Griffith’s ASWW 22

Beaver antics

With 93 registered pilots and record crowds at the annual Lake Forsyth Fly-in 
during late August, the host club was faced with a few headaches trying to find  
parking for pilots and a large public contingent as well. 
   
Modellers came from both ends of the country, including Invercargill and 
Whangarei, to enjoy the popular flying event, which features four flight lines 
operating a land strip, helicopter area, 3-D and park flier strip and a float flight 
line.
   
“It is a great event and I’m really glad I came,” said new MFNZ President, 
Jonathan Shorer from Levin. There were many other first-time attendees as well 
as regulars who have been to most of the 17 fly-ins run by the Christchurch Radio 
Fliers Club. “I have never seen such a variety of models anywhere,” said Steve 
Fox from Waimate. Large jets, helicopters, gliders, float and sea planes, 
foamies, aerobatic, scale, and combat flying wings all entertained the crowd. 
There was something for everyone. 
   
A steady Northeasterly dominated Saturday’s proceedings, but Sunday was 
blessed with sunny calm conditions and pilots made the most of it. Gliders were 
able to ridge soar on the far side of the lake for hours while a busy land strip and 
foamie area were rarely silent.
   
A feature of the Forsyth fly-in is the number of prizes, raffles and trophies 
available for a fun fly-in. The generous sponsorship of Play Concepts provided 
many of these with Noel and Tina Welbourne having a presence with their shop 
tent on site. Club patron, Des Lines, had a difficult task trying to take in all the 
models as he judged the Best Model award.
   
Paul Lagan had a large trailer full of his models for sale as he tried to “rationalize” 
his stock of many and various aircraft, motors and gear which he has collected 
over a long modeling career. A large Buy, Sell and Exchange tent was also kept 
busy over two days, as was the food tent which never seemed to be short of 
customers.
   
Socialising at an event such as this was an important part of the weekend and 
many people took advantage of the site to camp over the two or three nights.

Prizes for 2013 included:
FLOAT & FIELD CUP for the Best Model: Paul Bolton (Bristol Freighter) 
PILOTS’ CHOICE BEST FLOAT PLANE: Jared Scott (Catalina) 
PILOTS CHOICE BEST HELICOPTER: Dave Ewers (Squirrel)
PILOTS CHOICE BEST LAND PLANE: Jared Mulholland (A10)
OLDEST PILOT: Des Bryson
YOUNGEST PILOT: Corrie Hoult



Jared Scott’s Catalina

Mike Kingsbury’s 2m wingspan ducted fan Meteor 

The two Pawnees are 33% Hangar 9 models owned by Peter Hewson and 
Andrew Palmer from Christchurch. They are both rigged for glider towing 
and are powered by a DLE 111 and a DA 120 respectively. Peter, Andrew, and 
his partner, Suetonia stand behind the models.



Saturday the 24th of August was a perfect day for combat in North 
Canterbury, it was clear, warm with only a slight wind. Unfortunately due to 
work commitments, sport and illness the field was only 7 fliers. 

First up was Kevin and James who had a great bout in Hamilton and we 
were not disappointed, Kevin showing his experience and aerobatic skills 
and James speed, combat cunning and reactions; James ending up ahead 
on cuts and ground time, but Kevin made him work for the win.

Graeme and Jon were the first to experience how soft the ground was after 
recent rain and Graeme won on ground time. Jon was in the next bout with 
Doug. The bout went for the duration with Jon on the defensive as Doug 
chased the knot on the streamer which he eventually got, score one cut to 
two. 

Mike Watt arrived from Timaru and he had Kevin and Simon Barnes to deal 
with; a huge task as both are very good pilots, they both flew sensibly and 
dispatched Mike. This was Mike’s first competition and he learnt a lot during 
these bouts.

It was decided that those pilots with two losses after the first two rounds 
should fly off and the winner be re admitted to the competition, after lunch 
Jon and Mike flew off and Jon went through without too much trouble. Mike 
had improved a lot, good effort.

The third round began with Doug and James being the only pilots with two 
lives left, but they had been drawn against each other. Doug went defensive 
early and crashed; quickly back in the air it was all on, inverted chasing, 
eights and turns eventually James got a cut and Doug was in the ground 
again trying a low maneuver. Jon had him in the air again, it was mighty, 
James whipping his model inverted, Doug came in inverted and took a cut. 
It was James turn to crash; unfortunately the restart was slow coming, 
Doug winning on ground time. 

That left James, Jon, Graeme and Doug, Simon had taken a cut off Jon but 
his model was broken in the midair putting Jon thru to the top four. James 
and Jon had a great bout, James took the whole streamer early, Jon stalked 
him all over the sky eventually both going down in a line tangle, quick pitting 
had them up again but the cut and faster restart being the winning margin 
for James, a brilliant bout to watch.

Graeme and Doug’s bout was an anti-climax with a win to Doug after 
Graeme was DQ ed. The final between James and Doug started well, two 
cuts to James and one to Doug, then a big line tangle, Doug was DQ ed and 
James won the competition as Doug had said the winner takes all.

Graeme got the $100 for highest placed North Islander and all flyers were 
presented with a combat shirt to remember the event.
Many thanks to Charlotte, Cameron and Roger for being the officials all day 
and making the event run smoothly.



Firstly Well done David James who cleaned up the 2012 F3b 
series and gets to store the trophy for another year, this was 
presented to him on the field. A big thanks to Aneil Patel for 
organizing a great field not far from our cabins in Matamata – 
Just the right length grass and enough room to set out a great 
course in either direction with few cow poos to clean our 
gumboots. Dave James had done the usual tireless 
preparation with Score sheets and details. We had a good 
turnout for this round with 10 pilots all keen as for some great 
F3b. With not great forecast for Saturday we got away with two 
complete rounds, we did stop for about 15 mins for a little 
drizzle break but other than that for once we had the winches 
set up in the right direction for both days and managed a fairly 
relaxed pace throughout the day. This was also because we 
had a few helpers turn up which really eased the workload 
somewhat, a big (huge) thanks goes out to Helen Williams 
Gray, Bill Derenzy, Dave Crook, Craig Dawson. 

Joe lead well and flew quite clean managing the fastest speed 
run in the first round 16.59 with Richard and Joe both 
achieving 23 laps being the most in distance for the weekend. 
With three maxes in Duration (exactly10:00 minutes and 100 
landing points) by Joe, Chris and Kevin there was some 
reasonable air around most of both days. Saturday we got 
away from the field in the daylight and got to the local club for a 
meal and rugby then up early Sunday another great F3B day!

Once again we cracked off two rounds with thoughts of 
breaking in round five but with Pete making the best effort all 
the way from Welly it was best to pack up get going around 4 
oclock. Thanks to all a great weekend had by all I am sure it’s 
good to go back to work for rest!!!

 Congratulations to Joe Wurts who took this one out

 Overall Results:
1         Joe Wurts                     11791.8
2         Peter Williams              11427.8
3          Kevin Botherway          11336.4
4          David Larsen                10960.6
5          David James                 10263.
6          Chris Kaiser                 10016
7          Aneil Patel                      9601.9
8          Richard Thompson        8975.5
9          Ted Bealing                    8911.3
10        Ken Duffell                     8169.4

Top to bottom:
Joe readies his ‘Ceres’
Dave’s ‘Carachco’
Kevins ‘Cyril’
Dave’s ‘Big Sting’
Right: 
Bill, Richard, Joe, Pete and Dave in the pits



Saturday 10 August 2013
Departure day had finally arrived after 12+ months of planning, 
practice and preparation, so off to the airport we go.  At the 
Security check for the boxes the officer and baggage assistant 
were both friendly, even allowing us to view the screen and 
explain the internal components of the models.  The next time 
we would see the boxes would be at JNB airport.        

Sunday 11 August  
After the long flights AKL/Perth/JNB (25+ hrs travelling) on Air 
NZ and then SAA - a very comfortable, roomy plane - we 
touched down in Johannesburg at 0545 local time.  
Processing through their very efficient Immigration and 
Customs was simple ~ just have your photo taken and 
Passport stamped then it was off to the baggage carousel... no 
problems; bags rolled around and the boxes had already been 
brought out.  Time to make our way to the rental car depot ... 
picked up a VW 8-seater van, laid all the seats flat, loaded the 
boxes and luggage in then we set off on the great Free + Toll-
ways, guided by our trusty GPS.  The drive to Vanderbiljpark 
was straight forward although the ‘scenery’ was a shock after 
“green-clean” NZ.  We found our accommodation - The Aark 
Guest House - a very nice bed & breakfast.  It was an Oasis 
after the views down from JNB.  Our rooms all had an ‘African 
Wildlife’ theme and were spacious.  Perfect - just what we 
needed for the next two weeks.
 
After a welcome drink, in the sunshine by the (cold!) swimming 
pool – complete with two resident white ducks, we unpacked 
and headed out to the local shopping centre for something to 
eat and a few basic necessities – like drinks and nibbles.  The 
rest of the day was fairly relaxed.  We went for a drive to check 
out close practice sites and the official complex at Midvaal 
Raceway, Meyerton.  We struggled to stay awake so went for 
an early dinner at about 6pm before retiring. 

Monday 12 August
It was a frost and cold this-am but a beautiful sunny day so we 
made our way over to breakfast - a great selection with hot & 
cold ~ cereals, juices, fresh fruit, coffee and a menu of hot 
dishes – eggs (any style), bacon, sausage, omelettes, tomato, 
mushrooms, and ‘C4’ spicy mince, and toast.. all very tasty.  
After breakfast, it was time to assemble both models.  No 
travel damage was a relief so with both models together, we  
loaded the VW and ventured out to one of the practice sites 
we’d checked out yesterday ~ Vaal Radio Flyers, about 15 
mins from our Guest House – the Aark.  The site had two 
locked gates to access so I contacted Johan Brink to arrange 
keys.  Johan was an extremely hospitable and helpful person, 
even though we had to drag him away from his work.  He gave 
us complete access to their impressive flying field.  On ‘Mines’ 
land it had two runways (N/S + E/W), 360 degree flyable, the 
F3A ‘box’ marked out, Male & Female ‘clean’ toilets, a large 
covered area, shades in the pits to park the models under and 
tables/seats to sit at.  Over the back of all that was a Heli strip. 
 

Midvaal Raceway, Meyerton, Gauteng, South Africa
Noeline Craighead

Both our models test-flew OK after reducing the expo’s on all 
controls due to the 5,000ft elevation.  There was no significant 
difference in power but we did need to change the throttle 
curve to give a bit more ‘bite’ as the air was ‘soggy’.  

Team Russia and our Norway friends – Alex & Jeanette 
Heindel, arrived as we were having our last flight.  All-in-all, a 
reasonable 1st day’s practice so after chatting and a friendly 
‘beve’ together, we headed back to the Aark.

Tuesday 13 August
After another great breakfast, we headed back to Vaal field and 
shared our practice day with the Russian Team who all flew 
Angel Shadow models, especially designed and built for the 
SA W/Cs.  Very nice, electric powered models flown by three of 
team.   

Back at the Aark we awaited the arrival of our 4th NZ Team 
member … Brian Dooley, who arrived at 7pm from SYD.   

Wednesday 14 August  - more of the same as Tuesday.
Ross’ practice was coming together with some nice flights.  It is 
always good to see improvement when there is ‘competition’ to 
gauge against and lift to. 

Thursday 15 August 
Starting to get into the ‘serious’ stuff now.  At the Vaal field 
again, practice was going well when I get a phone call from 
Team Japan asking if they could fly at the field with us.  
Needing keys to access the site, they asked us to be let in.  Like 
we wouldn’t want Team Japan to practice with us ….  After a 
few directions to find the front gate, I met them to open the two 
gates.  Team Japan filed in … four vans!!  Each pilot had their 
own van with their Helper. They then began to unload!!!  Two 
(beautiful, of course) models each came out of each van.  
Hatta had his Galaxy’s with Hacker motors; Suzuki flew the 
Midrex with the OS belt-drive electric motor and Onda had the 
Asyuler with YS motors.  Suzuki Jnr had Onda’s  old  Narlar 
model.
         



Mr Naruke spent some time running up, adjusting and setting 
up Onda’s YS.
           
We watched all four pilots fly each model.  Onda flew huge in 
practice and, with the YS, had the privilege of being able to fly a 
P-13 and F-13 each flight.  It was impressive watching all pilots 
fly. We left and went to Midvaal Raceway HQ to do Early 
Registration.

Friday 16 August – into the ‘nitty-gritty’ now.
Model Processing at HQ.  Ross drew his flight order number 
(30).  That put us on Line 2 at 10.21am for our 1st flight on 
Sunday, in front of Judges group 2.  
Each model was placed in a 2m square box – no problems, 
then over to the processing table.  Weights, dims, ID No’s, 
Model No’s etc checked.  Nuance A was 4.825kg  and model B 
was 4.89kg.  Both ‘good-to-go’.   
 

Friday 16 August – Official Practice flight 
New Zealand’s Official Practice flight time was 11.20am on 
Flight Line 2. Let the wind begin !!!  a cross-wind from behind 
… but that was as good as it got.  Each day got ‘windy-er’ !  
Official Practice is an exact replica of what you get and do for 
the next 4 days official flights.

In Ready Box 3 we had the battery voltage check.  In Ready 
Box 1 … 5 min call.  Then a 2 min ‘On Time’ call; we connect the 
batteries and go into the ‘Noise Check’ circle. When noise 
check was completed the clock is restarted for 8 mins (max) 
flight time. Our flight time to complete the P-13 schedule was 
under 7 mins.
                
World Champs Competition - Day 1 : 18 August 2013
Day 1 started without problems and the scene included pilots, 
spectators and an irritating wind that kept all pilots on their 
toes!  The African skies welcomed all 80 pilots, some felt more 
welcome than others after looking at the results later!
Our flight was on Line 2 at 10.21am … Considering the ‘wind’ ! 
we were happy with our flight and with the score 388.6  from  
Judges Group 2 ~ ITA, AUT, GBR, LIE, NOR
 

Day 2 : 19 August  -  Line 1 at 12.01 
In front of Judges Group 3 ~ ISL, COL, ARG, AUS, JPN   
Day 3 : 20 August  -  Line 1 at 13.36 
In front of Judges Group 1 ~ NED, SUI, FIN, ESP, CYP  
(rumoured to be the ‘tough’ Judges…)   Our raw score 375.6  
(Normalized  808.57)  
Panel 1 – Judges   :     Bob Romijn  NED,   Daniela 
Schmitter  SUI,Esa Eirola FIN

Francisco Pienero ESP,   Paris Christodoulides  
CYP



Day 4 : 21 August  -  Line 2 at 15.16
In front of Judges Group 4 ~ RUS, USA, RSA, FRA, GER
And the wind was blowing … at 39km while we were in Ready 
Box 1 ! over our shoulder.  The left side box flag pole blew down 
!!!
 
We scored 7, 6, 0, 6, 7, for the Spin …  the only 0 for all four 
flights.  Not bad.  Just not sure what that one Judge saw wrong.  
They all completely missed the 1+1/2 Spin made by a pilot just 
before our flight … scored that OK ?!?  W/Champs – they’re 
human! 

We knew from Day 1 that we would probably have to drop this 
flight.  The weather forecast was for WIND increasing and 
CPLR got a 492.0 on the 1st and calmest day of the comp on 
that line!  His was the top raw score for P-13. 

Day 6 : 23 August  -  Semi-Finals  :  Top 27 Pilots 
Place Pilot  
1 ONDA Tetsuo JPN
2 PAYSANT-LE ROUX Christophe FRA
3 JESKY Andrew USA
4 MAZZUCCHELLI Marco ITA
5 SUZUKI Koji JPN
6 MATT Wolfgang LIE
7 SHULMAN Jason USA
8 WICKIZER Brett USA
9 SILVESTRI Sebastiano SMR
10 RUBIN Marc SUI
11 NURILA Lassi FIN
12 NORTHEAST Chad CAN
13 TURPAUD Fabien FRA
14 TRUMPP Robin GER
15 MAYR Gerhard AUT
16 ROMBAUT Juan ESP
17 BENINCASA Marco ITA
18 JUND Pirmin SUI
19 DANKSAGMULLER Helmut AUT
20 ZEINER Markus AUT
21 HATTA Hajime JPN
22 DUGMORE Roston RSA
23 ULSAMER Gunther GER
24 SCHUMACHER Reto SUI
25 NIKLASS Christian GER
26 RANNETSHAUSER Philip GER
27 BURBAUD Loic FRA

We had taken over a couple of Airsail rubber powered model 
kits supplied by AVETEK Ltd  to give to CPLR.  When we were 
at the USA W/Champs in Muncie in 2011, we had spoken to 
him about the kits when he was buying similar ones at the local 

    

Day 7 : 24 August 2013   :  Top 10 Pilots
We had our usual great breakfast then did some packing.  Both 
planes were disassembled and placed carefully back into their 
respective boxes.  We said our ‘Good-byes’ to all the Aark 
staff, as we had an early departure on Sunday-am.  We didn’t 
rush too much today as we were spectators at the final day of 
competition.   

We headed out to see the Unknown flights (these are the 
schedules that each pilot must fly cold ie; no practice with the 
plane permitted before the flight)  These are a harder 
sequence of manoeuvers and can really consume the 8 minute 
flight time limit.  

The weather was supposed to be better than the days before 
....!!!!!  Right - very windy again and cold in the morning.  We 
missed the first few pilots but soon settled in to the routine of 
the sequence and saw a lot of good flights, but with the 8 
minutes rule for the unknown and the new very long and time 
consuming manoeuvers, the first demo flight flown had 2 
manoeuvers left after the 8 min limit.... So to fly in 8 min, the 
manoeuvers had to be smaller and with the strong wind, some 
looked a little bit rushed.   It was windy, gusty and turbulent and 
models got bounced around.

Gerhard Mayer was about to go up with his tri-plane ‘Trigantic’.  
People were interested to see the plane fly and with his style of 
flying it would be interesting to see it go so slowly but he had 
issues getting his motor to arm/run.  Their team members tried 
the On/Off switch a couple times. By the time Gerhard walked 
back from the flight box and took off his TX tray (in order to get 
underneath the plane to access the plug under the belly 
section), valuable time had ticked away.  Two minutes is 
enough time if things are going right but Gerhard had no 
backup and was left to trouble shoot his only plane and the two 
minute start period ran out.  This ended his round and he was 
effectively relegated to 10th place.  He carried the plane back 
through the pits and I spoke with him in the car park; he had a 
static electrical problem with his ESC motor – no power – no 
reason that he could readily identify...  
                          

Suzuki had some sort of problem and changed to backup 
plane in start box.  

There was only one obvious error that really stood out, in 
Onda’s Fig-M, in an otherwise good flight.  Judges scored 
accordingly.

The next round of F went right on time at one o’clock and 
everyone had good flights.  No time issues as there were only 



9 pilots flying it did speed things up a bit. The second F scores 
were being posted over at the main facility but no one was over 
there.

The last round consisted of the 2nd Unknown sequence and 
the demo was flown by USA’s Brett Wickiezer with the retract 
equipped Alferma Bipe.  The other contestants quickly 
followed and everyone was watching for slips or mistakes. 
Some over rotation in snaps and sharp radiuses stood out in 
an otherwise good battle for top spot. It’s only an opinion but 
the contra setups just seemed to not have the vertical upline 
speed that made for consistent flight speeds throughout the 
flights.  

Silvestri Sabatino completed his last flight as a glider .... empty 
battery!  He was only using 3900 packs in strong winds.  The 
downside of a Contra bipe being on the weight limit.  He turned 
away downwind ... the plane went in level, just behind a barrier 
of rubber tires.  Fortunately it only suffered a damaged gear 
leg.

Andrew Jesky, CPLR and Onda finished up the Unknowns 
and provided good viewing for the large crowd; all very nice 
flights.   

Every pilot was applauded following each successful landing.
The crowd quickly moved over to the main building.  The pilots 
knew it would close for CPLR and Onda but the 3rd & 4th spots 
would await TBL calculations to determine the outcome.
And the FINALS Results were ...

       Pilot  Total F-O 1 F-O 2 F-O 3 F-O 4
1 PAYSANT-LE ROUX Christophe FRA 2969.18 1000.0 990.16 993.72 979.02
2 ONDA Tetsuo JPN 2958.95 977.63 958.95 1000.0 1000.0
3 JESKY Andrew USA 2878.27 929.86 976.51 987.10 914.65
4 SHULMAN Jason USA 2821.05 913.71 1000.0 947.02 874.04
5 SILVESTRI Sebastiano SMR 2779.03 898.33 957.82 948.37 872.84
6 MAZZUCCHELLI Marco ITA 2731.07 896.27 926.01 937.86 867.20
7 SUZUKI Koji JPN 2697.97 873.30 926.99 925.56 845.42
8 TRUMPP Robin GER 2682.72 863.57 905.94 900.16 876.62
9 MATT Wolfgang LIE 2597.03 927.07 860.14 916.25 809.81
10 MAYR Gerhard AUT 907.40 907.40 0.00 0.00 0.00

      
Congratulations to Christophe for winning his 7th W/Champs 
title, equalling Hanno Prettner’s achievement.
They announced the start of the Prize-giving and Closing 
ceremony awards. The Individuals were made first with the Top 
Junior going to South Africa’s Roston Dugmore.  Top pilots 
were CPLR, Onda and Andrew Jesky.  Team placings were – 
1st  USA, 2nd Japan and 3rd Austria.  The light was fading 
rapidly as all the teams gathered on the podium for the many 
pictures that were taken. We listened to more speeches but 
darkness had come and we couldn’t even see who was 
speaking.  Competing teams took down their flags and hastily 
left to get changed and attend the banquet.
                 
The banquet hall at the Riverside Sun Resort hotel was very 
beautifully and formally decorated. Awards were made 
throughout the night as we enjoyed a buffet style dinner. Prize-
winners were presented with some beautiful ‘excess weight’ to 
take home and all competitors were awarded a trophy for 
attending.  After goodbyes all-round (some emotional), we 
departed to complete our packing, for our early departure on 
Sunday-am to go on safari.

This completed the 28th FAI/F3A World Championships in 
South Africa ~ a very interesting and moving country.  
 
Thanks to the organizers - John Brink, Bob Skinner and his 
(tireless) wife – Marietjie and her assistants , Burt Botha (CD) 
and all the Flightline Helpers, the Jury -  Michael Ramel, 
Emanuel Fernandes and Pierre Pignot and to all the judges. 
Our very special thanks to Dave Wright – MFNZ for his 

assistance and support with pre-
World Champs matters.  We are 
extremely grateful to MFNZ for their 
contributions and to the Aerobatics 
SIG.  THANK YOU all very much. 

And last but not least – a really big 
THANK YOU to our Helpers, Bill 
Bellian and Brian Dooley for their 
help and assistance.  We truly 
appreciate your support.  It is 
always good to have ‘NZ’ faces 
around.  Thanks guys. 

In Conclusion:
Congratulations to Ross for his 
achievement at this World Champs 
… he bettered his placing by 5 
places (from USA W/C) in a smaller, 
much harder entry of contestants 
than we’ve ever competed with and  
he ‘fitted’ it with our closest 
competition – the Australians.   

The Japanese Team Manager – Giichi Naruke (a past World Champion) reported 
["quote"] ‘I think the level of the world is going up very much, we have to raise the 
level of Japan much more.’ ["un quote"].   

For New Zealand to compete in future World Champs, it is going to get 
increasingly difficult, primarily due to our geographic location and exposure.  The 
Europeans are setting the standard.   

In saying that, to compete at a World Champs is an invaluable experience and a 
wonderful learning curve - one that you can only get from participating at that 
level.
Noeline  ~  NZ Team Manager 



Since the first Trans Tasman Challenge Event for F4A free 
flight scale, promoted by David Hope-Cross and ex-pat Lloyd 
Willis, to try out this then new FAI class, a number of New 
Zealand fliers have joined Australian free flight scale 
enthusiasts in competitive events there. 

When held in Australia, Trans Tasman challenges, for F4A free 
flight scale and rubber scale events have always been held on 
a turf farm adjacent to the RAAF Richmond base. Richmond is 
also the chosen field for the NSW State Champs for these 
events. This is a great venue, with a smooth surface for take-
offs, open fields for good recovery and with the exception of 
2005, beautifully calm weather at every event so far. Australian 
events tend to combine concurrent rally style free flight scale 
flying. Contestants often have additional models to fly. Others 
like Peter Jackson with his fleet of small scale biplanes, come 
to enjoy non-competitive flying.

Over the period since the 2005 Trans Tasman, a number of 
New Zealand scale free flight fliers have either competed in 
the New Zealand teams at Australian F4A Trans Tasmans, or 
come independently to fly in the NSW State Champs. New 
Zealand fliers have favoured staying at Windsor not far from 
Richmond, an easy journey to the farm. Sydney Airport to 
Windsor is an easy commute by train. It is just three stops into 
the city and then an hour or so journey from the Central station. 

This year three New Zealand scale fliers, Ricky Bould, Stan 
Mauger and Don Spray entered F4A Free Flight Scale and the 
Reg Jude Trophy event for rubber scale in the deferred 
Australian Nationals events for these classes, previously 
scheduled for earlier in the year. In F4A, each had models 
flying well. Don Spray entered his Heinkel HE 46, a model that 
with sweepback, is a natural stable flier. After a trimming flight 
he had it sorted out and flying nicely under CS Mills .5 power. 
Ricky Bould’s Auster AOP9, at 48” span is a good size for 
stable flying. This model showed the benefits of working at 
getting the trim right, rewarding Ricky with a gentle flying 
pattern and a landing next to the judges’ feet. His trusty AM .10 
provided ample power for a model of this size. Stan Mauger 
entered a new Merlin powered 36” Antartic Auster, drawing on 
experience from his original model, now retired. The model 
flew well enough with the bonus of an ROG from the road into 
the farm to win the event, and ward off stiff competition from 
long time free flight scale flier Gary Odgers who had his well-
detailed Sopwith Dove flying well. Gary Summersby used a 
throttled PAW in his Brandenburg 29 floatplane which gave a 
controlled flight pattern. Fred Roberts was able to revive a little 
Australian aviation history with his Avro 504K three seater, 
another nicely built scale model. Tahn Stowe’s Hawker 

Hurricane was by far the most ambitious model. It is imposing 
in size needing at least the ED Competition Special for power, 
although after several attempts to get it flying, Tahn is 
considering re-engining it with an ED Hunter. It is a complex 
model and once sorted out will be impressive.

The Reg Jude Memorial Event for scale rubber was less well 
supported and all three top places went to Australian fliers. Roy 
Summersby’s FW 152H is immaculate and impressive in flight, 

Top to bottom:
Gloster Gannet flown by Gary Odgers as rally model.
Stan Mauger’s Auster C4 Antarctic on the road prior to  take-off.
Ricky Bould’s  Auster AOP9 awaiting judging.
Don Spray checking fuel consumption by the CS Mill in his 
Heinkel HE 46



enabling him to make first place. Fred 
Roberts was close behind him in points 
with his very attractive Moth Minor, again 
a great flier. Phil Warren relinquished 
first place this year, coming third with his 
interesting choice of subject, the 
experimental tandem-winged Westland 
Wendover. He had this challenging 
subject flying well in low circuits.

Static Judging of both events was on the 
field and results were announced by 
Tahn Stowe, once again a good event 
organiser, before we all departed.

Results
F 4 A  P o w e r  S c a l e

1.  Stan Mauger Auster C4 Antarctic 1475.5
2. Gary Odgers Sopwith Dove 1350.5
3. Fred Roberts Avro 504K 1281
4. Stan Hinds Auster AOP IV 1274.2
5. Roy Summersby Brandenburg 29 1171.5
6. Richard Bould Auster AOP 9 1151.5
7. Don Spray Heinkel HE 46 1115
DNQ  Tahn Stowe Hawker Hurricane
DNQ Bob Craine Chrislea Super Ace

Reg Jude Memorial Rubber Trophy
1. Roy Summersby FW 152H 1150.5
2. Fred Roberts DH94 Moth Minor 1137

Very realistic Sopwith Dove by Gary Odgers, at the launch. 
Taipan Tyro diesel for power.

 Roy Summersby’s Brandenburg 29 coming in for landing.

Peter Jackson’s squadron of WWII biplanes all built for small 
diesels and all great fliers.

Phil Warren’s Westland Wendover coming in on finals.

Photos John Goodwin & Stan Mauger
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Eugene Verbitsky (Ukraine ) and many times World Champion 
launches in F1C flyoff to come 2nd

Rob Wallace with all the tracking gear and Roger Morrells 
model after the flyoff

Chris Murphy with F1A model Paul Lagan launches in F1B World Cup event

Roger Morrell walks back to flightline in F1B World Cup

Rob Wallace with new LDA model



Lindy Murrell, Team manager. She that must be obeyedRoy Summersby (Australia) launches in Flyoff to be become 
World F1C Champion.

Antony Koerbin readying model at flightline in F1A. Chris Murphy chats to Roger Morrell after end of his flyoff.

Paul lagan at processing Antony Koerbin at processing



Please feel free to talk to these guys about scale matters, 
projects etc. in your area. It is their job to promote and foster 
RC Scale in their region.

The RC Scale SIG
We have a committee (above) who are promoting EC Scale in 
their local areas. Please support them by coming to rallies or 
competitions, or contact them to offer some assistance. All 
gratefully received. WELCOME to Roger Gibbs as the new RC 
Scale rep for the Auckland area! Roger flies at Whenuapai and 
North Shore MAC.
 
66th Nationals
Don’t forget that Nationals are at Carterton again this year. We 
are running Novice Scale, Sportsman Scale and Classic Scale 
again, so come along and have some fun. Gwyn Avenell will be 
the CD. Enter through MFNZ, MFW or online. Good luck. Try 
your hand at local or regional competitions first to get an idea of 
what is involved.

42% Pawnee
Another big one from Alec Taylor. The photos in this article are 
of the Gore modeller’s latest addition to his stable – a 42% 
beauty at 15’ (4.5m) and weighing 63 lbs (28kg) with a 3w 170 
twin capable of 18 horsepower. Alec is going to need a bigger 
trailer!

Covering scale models
An enquiry from Mark Johnson about the best materials to 
cover scale models has spawned a response fro experienced 

RC Scale SIG Committee

Peter Hewson (Chair)  ChCh   03 358 4022  
jillhewson@xtra.co.nz   022 088 4766
Graham Smithson     Nelson   03 

5476892   
g-smithson@xtra.co.nz
Les Morris Nelson  03 547 8118
morrisrovers@hotmail.com
Peter Rumble   Matamata   07 883 3349
peter.rumble@xtra.co.nz
Steve Warner Whakatane   
steve.warner@nz.abb.com
Neil Schrader        Wellington  04 384 8326  

adbiz@clear.net.nz
Peter Salmond     Otago/Southland   03 208 
9609  

scale modeler and builder, Gwyn 
Avenell. Here is his reply:

I have used most of these 
coverings over the years and they 
all work well. As a ranking from 
worst to best I would have to say 
that :

Solar Film – not a serious modellers choice for covering but it 
has been used and will take paint if carefully prepared – not 
great though
The next three have the same ranking
Solartex and similar fabrics – go on well, generally keep tight 
but you will need to keep an eye on it in hot conditions with dark 
colour schemes – takes dope and paint – looks pretty good 
finished but it is quite expensive to do a big model.
Koverall – great product, need to be careful with getting it to 
stick to the surrounding wood so you will need a heat activated 
glue to ensure a good glue. You have to be careful not to 
overshrink it because you can do this really easy – I speak from 
experience. Takes all paints and will also take dopes etc – 



doesn’t usually change under hot conditions even with dark 
paint. Medium expense to buy, cheaper than Solartex
Silk and tissue – This is my most recent experience – cheap 
to buy, but then you add all the dope and sealers etc it starts to 
add up. Quite laborious to cover with so you need a lot of 
patience to undertake this – very strong and lightweight – it just 
takes a lot of time.
 My recommendation would be Koverall or Solatex
 
Gwyn

Material for RC Scale
Hi guys. PLEASE send me photos, ideas, builds, techniques 
you have tried etc. and I will get them into this section. We all 
love to hear about scale stuff, but you won’t be able to unless 
someone tells us. It is not just about competition, but also 
rallies, builds, useful “how to” hints etc. Bucker Jungmeister

SE5A

A correction to the article in the last Model Flying World on Ray 
Kings model Isaacs Fury. I started the full size Fury (ZK-CYO) in 
1969 and after 1200 hours work had completed all the woodwork 
except the decking above the upper longerons. I then sold the 
project to Peter Dyer of Christchurch and he probably spent another 
2000 man hours completing the aircraft. Some time later, he sold the 
Fury to well known Waikato modeller, Les Worsley, who flew it for 
about 7 years. Les then sold it back to Peter. Peter subsequently told 
me that he sold the Fury to Les for a song and bought it back for a 
concerto! I never flew the Fury, but Les did allow me to taxi it once, 
after extracting a promise that I wouldn’t fly it, my licence having 
lapsed by that time. The model Fury is magnificent, a real museum 
piece.

Lew Hale (Matamata-Piako M.A.C.)

Chairman: 
Stan Mauger   email: stanm09c4@gmail.com Ph 09 575 7971
Secretary: 
Ricky Bould   email: unimec@ihug.co.nz Ph 09 478 8949

Free Flight Scale and Control Line scale at 
the Nationals

Control Line Scale
This year, to hopefully provide a stronger event, F4B will 
combine with Profile Scale in a flying only competition. Refer to 
event number It is hoped that this will be a relaxed and 
enjoyable event. The builder of the model rule will still apply.

Other Nationals Free Flight Scale events 
Each of the free flight scale classes run in last years Nationals 
will be run again this year. Power scale and Rubber Scale have 
continued to be well supported but it would be good to see more 
fliers entering Low power scale (CO2 and small electric 
powered free flight scale models). Kit Scale, the event 

replacing the Prototype/Simple Scale gained good support and 
is a good entry level event for free flight scale at the Nationals. 
Rules for all scale free flight and control line events are 
available on the MFNZ website. Select the Free Flight Scale 
and Control Line scale SIG link.

F4A Power Trans Tasman Scale Event – Team Trials at the 
Nats
A challenge has been received from the MAAA for a New 
Zealand Team to contest the Hope-Cross Trophy for F4A 
Power Scale class at Richmond in July 2014. It is hoped that at 
this year’s New Zealand Nationals, F4A will once again this will 
be a well supported event as it will also function as team trials 
for the 2014 Trans Tasman Challenge.

Plan Scale postal competition
A reminder of the free-flight rubber scale postal competition for 
scale models built from published plans or kits now under way. 
This is open to all registered Club fliers in New Zealand. The 
aim is to encourage participation and enjoyment of building and 
flying rubber powered scale models.

The Competition:
The competition period started on 1 May 2013 and runs until 
November. Entries must reach the organisers not later than 30 
November 2013. Results will be published in Model Flying 
World.

Send entries, on the official entry form, to Don Spray, Scale 
Free-Flight and Control Line SIG, 39 Bollard Avenue New 
Windsor Auckland 0600
Email drlmspray@xtra.co.nz or contact Don (phone 09 828 
4892) for an entry form.
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Graham Main

Annual General Meeting 
The ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING of the VINTAGE SPECIAL 
INTEREST GROUP will be held on Tuesday 2nd January 2014 
at 7.30pm at the Nationals Headquarters, Carterton 
Showground. The agenda was published in the September 
2013 issue of the MFW.

3 Remits have been put forward for the meeting and were 
published in the September 2013 issue of the MFW. They were 
to alter the power run times and add newer motors to the 
allowable list amending Vintage RC rules 6.4.4 and 6.4.5 and 
Classical RC rules 6.54 and 6.5.5

Postal Votes and e-mail votes will be accepted from those who 
cannot attend. Contact the Vintage SIG Secretary G Main at 
gramain@xtra.co.nz who will send you the voting form.   

The current Committee have indicated they are prepared to 
stand again for the 2014 year. They are Wayne Cartwright 
(Hamilton) Chairman, Graham Main  (Whangarei) Secretary, 
Rex Bain (Hamilton) Treasurer, Committee, Allan Knox 
(Blenheim), Gary Burrows (Christchurch), Bernard Scott 
(Hamilton), John Selby (Wellington), and Mark Venter 
(Christchurch).

(Note: Anyone who is unable to attend the AGM and wishes to 
make Nominations can put in a Proxy vote via the Vintage SIG 
Secretary whose address is in the SIG list at the front of this 
MFW, or have a person attending the AGM bring it to the 
meeting.)

The 66th Nationals at Carterton 
A number of the above Committee will be attending the 
Nationals and will be acting as Vintage Contest Directors at 
both the FF and RC venues, but they may ask for help at times 
so please assist when asked. 

The Rules to be used for these Nationals are those dated 
January 2013 with amendments as noted below for Electric 
motor use in Vintage FF Precision and the Vintage Catapult 
Glider launching device  

The rules are available on the MFNZ website via the Vintage 
web page, Note the following

Clarification of Interpretation of Manufacturer’s C Rating 
in Electric Class Rules 

For clarification, manufacturer’s C ratings for batteries in the 
SIG’s Electric Duration rules are interpreted as follows:

1. 1. If the rating is provided as a single number (eg 30C) this is 
the figure used in the battery size formula, even though the 
manufacturer may also issue a statement such as ‘up to 40C 
for 20 seconds’.

2. 2. If the rating is provided as a range (eg 30 – 40C) the low 
end of the range is taken as figure used in the battery size 
formula, and the high end of the range is interpreted as the 
short-burst rating, as described in (1). 

Electric Motors Allowed in Vintage FF Precision
The Committee has become aware that there may be 
confusion about use of electric motors in Vintage FF Precision. 
The rules actually make no mention of types of motor to be 
used. Therefore, for clarity, it is confirmed that electric motors 
are allowed. This makes Precision consistent with Vintage FF 
Duration, which explicitly allows electric motors. The wording 
of the FF Precision rules will be amended in due course to 
include this clarification.

Vintage FF Catapult Glider Launching  
For the launching of Vintage FF catapult the Committee will 
allow the use of Rule 2.7 of the Free Flight rules as below for 
the 66th Nationals. An amendment to the Vintage rules will be 
put forward at the AGM.

The launching device shall be a single loop, or multiple loops of 
rubber of no more than 6.72 mm2 (equivalent of 1/4 x1/24) in 
total cross section, 230 mm (9 inches) in length maximum, 
attached to a handle 150 mm (6 inches) long maximum

Contestants are strongly advised to attend the Contestants 
meeting at the Nationals to ensure they are aware of the 
particular local field and contest requirements, such as any 
Fuse DT ban that may be made.  

Organisation for the Vintage F/F classes at the Nationals
As has been past practice the Vintage control table may not be 
attended full time until about 11 a.m. each morning. The 
Committee would like to enjoy some flying as well as run the 
events.

The following is the procedure:
• The flight cards will be available in competitor number 

order in the box at the Vintage control point. Different 
colour cards will be used for different events.

• Competitors should collect their own cards, fill out the 
model name age and the motor used and return to the 
box after completing all flights.

• Timekeepers should have the watch checked by an 
independent person who should initial the card in the 
space labelled 'Checker Initials'. The timekeeper should 
initial each flight he/she times in the space labelled 
'Timer Initials'.

At about 11.00 am the CD for the day will start collating the 
scores, entering scores in the score sheet and will be available 
at the control table. It will help if cards are returned immediately 
all flights have been completed. Note that if a card has not been 
returned to the control table by the end of the contest no scores 
will be recorded. The CD will, of course, be available 
somewhere on the field at all times should problems arise.

Organisation for the Vintage R/C classes at the Nationals
The R/C classes are scheduled for the first 4 days (31st 
December 2013 to 3rd January 2014) from 9.00am to 5.00pm. 
A control point will be set up at the start of each contest and the 



CD will be in the vicinity.  The Scorecard procedure is as 
described for the F/F organisation above. Make sure 
you check the requirements for take-off area and 
landing areas before you fly. The events each day will be 
flown concurrently and the flight rounds can be mixed 
between each event. The final day 4th January may be 
used for any delayed event.

Vintage Newsletter
A Vintage Newsletter (AVANZ News) is available by E-
mail FREE to all MFNZ members by contacting the 
Vintage SIG Secretary. This Newsletter comes out 
every 2 months with details of Vintage models, events 
and ideas. 

Vintage E-mail list
The Vintage SIG has an e-mail list that contacts those 
MFNZ interested in Vintage model flying, keeping them 
up to date with Vintage model affairs if you wish to be 
added to this list please contact the Vintage SIG 
Secretary by e-mail at gramain@xtra.co.nz   

Feedback and Comment
This is always very welcome.  Please send your 
comments to  e i ther  Wayne Cartwr ight  a t  
waynecartwright@vodafone.co.nz or Graham Main at 
gramain@xtra.co.nz.

Tomboy Postal Event
A Tomboy Postal event is being for the 36 inch version of 
Vic Smeed’s Tomboy using either IC or electric power 
.The rules and entry form has been posted to the 

Vintage pages on the MFNZ website. The contact for this event is 
Allen Teal, 18 Cameron Street, Papakura 2110 or email to:  
allen@tealcare.org 

Coming Events
On 9th and 10th November the Thames Blackfeet Club will have a 
second Vintage Rally/ Contest similar to the very successful 
weekend held in April, again at their Torehape Rd Ngatea site. 
Contest details from Wayne Cartwright at the e-mail above.

The Nationals at Caterton will run from December 30th 2013 to 
January 4th 2014 and there are 21 events (10 FF and 11 RC) 
covering the Vintage classes. 

JR Airsail Pukekawa Vintage/Classical Contests are scheduled for 
18/19th January 2014 and February 22/ 23rd February 2014. Contest 
details from Wayne Cartwright

  

Left to right are 2 Dixielanders, a Zoot Suit and a Stomper, these designs 
can be used for Nostalgia FF or Classical RC

Picture taken by Bernard Scott at the last Chch Nationals of some of 
George Fuller's designs 

As we now enter into the finer weather period, we are seeing 
activity start to ramp up again. This month on 18th, 19th & 20th 
October is the annual South Island Jet Meeting held at 
Darfield. Contact details of the organisers can be found in the 
Ad for the event in this mag or on our website. The following 
weekend will be our regular monthly jet meeting held at 
Tokoroa Airport. 

Our other major Jet showcase event, The ANZAC Jet Meeting, 
will be held on 14th, 15th & 16th February 2014. This event 
attracted over 50 modellers with more than 80 aircraft this year 
and we are planning on another record number again in 2014. 
The event will be run to the same successful format as 
previous years with two added attractions. Next year we will be 
setting up a marquee for modellers wishing to sell or swap any 
of their gear. A great opportunity to pick up a bargain. 
Additionally, we shall have a model set up for any interested 
modellers to come and have a fly of a turbine powered aircraft. 
The only criteria will be that candidates are a member of MFNZ 
and have a BP wings rating. So if you would like to give one a 
go, come to Tokoroa and we will help you out with it. Don’t 
worry, it will be on a buddy box lead.

The NZJMA meets every month in Tokoroa for club events 
(except during winter). Dates for all of our meetings and events 
can be found on our website at www.nzjma.com 

The NZ Jet Turbine SIG has recently been tasked with 
administering a couple of changes to the way jet model aircraft 
are operated in NZ.
The first change was raised some time ago about the relatively 
high power to weight ratio of some of the models, which has 
been quite evident by the speeds and vertical performance 
observed. Although most of the higher powered models were 
captured by the 15 kg large model rules for inspection, there 
was no process in place to look at the higher powered aircraft 
weighing less than 15 kg. Effective forthwith any turbine 
powered aircraft which is powered with an engine of 130 N or 
more and has a dry weight of less than 15kg will be inspected 
to the category 3 large model inspection standard. This is the 
same process used for other models weighing less than 15 kg 
and powered by a 75cc motor or electric powered by 5000 
watts or more.

Additionally, we have established a Safety Management 
Program and a Risk Management Program to raise the level of 
alertness and mitigate risks associated with flying at public 
gatherings. This has been quite an arduous task to establish 
but we feel it has probably been long overdue. The catalyst 
behind establishing this program was a result of us being 
asked to perform at public air shows, with the organisers 
having little or no understanding of what is required to put 
together a routine and the risks associated when it becomes 
disrupted. Hopefully these programs will establish a standard 
protocol to avoid some of the pressures our members have 
been faced with in the past, as well as enhancing safety.

Anyone wanting further information about flying jets can 
contact one of our area representatives, also found on our 
website.



Soaring 

Scribe
President  Kevin Botherway (Hawkes Bay) 

027 557 0470 
Sec/Treasurer  David James (PN) 06 354 3452, 

027 244 7782
Committee  Aneil Patel (Auckland), Bill DeRenzy 

(Tauranga), Scott Chisholm, Dave Griffin & 
Peter Hewson (Christchurch), Heather 
Mardon & Joe Wurts (Hawkes Bay)

Email: nzsoaringtc@hotmail.com 
News & info at: http://nzmaa.org.nz/soaring
 www.facebook.com/pages/NZSoaring-

SIG/122980667806846
Postal address: 41 Chippendale Crescent, Palmerston 

North. 4412

2013 Soaring Calendar:
Nov NDC, F3K Tasks B,D,G,H (total raw scores)
Nov NDC, ALES 200 Class N (scoring per 

3.13.7)
Nov NDC, Thermal H (2 Metre Glider)
Nov 1st-3rd Southern Fling, Christchurch
Nov 1 s t - 3 r d  A e r o T o w ,  T a u r a n g a

Nov 16th-17th NI F3B, Hawkes Bay
Nov 23rd SI Thermal F3J & F5J
Nov 30th-1st Dec North Island Soaring Rally, Taupo
Dec 1st SI F3K Event

NI Soaring Rally
To be held 30th November & 1st December at the Taupo Model 

Flyers Field. Open to all forms of R/C Soaring including Aero-
tow, 2 metre, RES, F3J Thermal Duration, F3B Multitask, F3K 
Discuss Hand Launch glider and Electric Soaring. 
We hope to have two great days of soaring. A BBQ sausage 
sizzle lunch is planned for both days.
Contacts: 
Bill DeRenzy 027-478 8594 or David James  on 027 244 7782.

66th National Champs
The Soaring SIG encourages all soaring enthusiasts to come 
and join in with the National Champs atmosphere. Added to 
the 66th Nats is a Rally over a few days – so if you are 
interested in mixing some Rally flying and competition soaring 
then these Nats will work for you.

The Nats see the inclusion of the new electric events 
introduced at the last AGM, ALES200 & ALES123. There are a 
total of 4 electric soaring events with the other events being 
F5J & ALES Radian.  F5J is bracketed with F3J, ALES200 
with Premier Duration, ALES123 and ALES Radian on the last 
day with Thermal A & Thermal A RES.

ALES Radian is an unofficial event flown to the ALES123 rules 
but exclusively for Radians.

F3B has been purposefully scheduled latter in the Nats week 
so the day can double as a rain-date if entries are low.  There 
is a core group of F3B pilots in NZ and it would be great to see 
them all there.

No Remits have been put forward this year however the SIG 
would propose the removal of the wording “Provisional” from 
the Soaring rules where referenced in the following. These 
provisional rules were introduced in February 2013 to clarify 
aspects of the rules passed at the previous AGM.

PREFACE Added F3K NDC format - Provisional
3.13.7 Added NDC format - Provisional
2.8 Added 2.8 Altitude Limiters - Provisional
3.13.6 Added reference to 2.8 - Provisional
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There were 11 people from New Zealand, consisting of 
competitors, wives and support people who attended the 
World Free Flight Champs in Moncontour France. Reports are 
elsewhere of the events but I have to say there was 
outstanding teamwork from all involved. Everyone played an 
important part and long may it continue. The social gatherings 
were excellent as well with barbeques at the McGarvey 
residence and meals out at the French Restaurants. Pity the 
flying wasn’t better for us. The World Champs standard has 
crept up since I last flew F1A at  a Worlds with most using either 
a flapper or Low Drag Aerofoil model for the flyoffs.  F1B  
seemed slightly better to me and F1C had some 
improvements. Roy Summersby (Australia )the new World 
F1C Champion was using a Babenko design which has 
elliptical tail and funny looking wingtips. Gerhard Aringer used 
a folding flapper! The next World Champs are planned for 
Mongolia and I believe Slovenia after that. Is anyone interested 
in going?

In France discussion was held over who is actually interested 
in competing for the next TT with the Aussies. There appeared 
little interest. It’s now official that we have lost the Omarama 
flying site at Killermont and Antony Groenewegen  and Phil 
Corfield have been actively seeking out potential new sights 
while we were in France. This can take time and we believe that 
we are short of time to hold the event next year in NZ. However 
the Aussies have been approached in regard to us running the 
Kotuku Cup next year in Narrandera, Australia. The drawcard  
is 3 World Cup events in 1 place and in a shortish space of time 
which works elsewhere in the World. Hopefully we can 
reciprocate the idea in the future.

We are not alone in the World with regard to losing flying sites. 
One of the World Cup events in France was cancelled after the 

first round when angry farmers threatened to smash any 
models found if the events continued. A model in a harvester 
can do thousands of dollars worth of damage and the farmers 
would walk the crops before harvesting. I spoke to Victor 
Stamov (Ukraine )re the Black Sea Cup and World Champs 
site I went to in Odessa. There are now houses on the land. We 
are totally at the mercy of the landowner’s generosity and need 
to be very wary of that.

The unfortunate  news of Ukranian Victor Stamov’s death has 
saddened the World Free Flight community and a message of 
condolences has been sent on behalf all New Zealanders that 
knew him.

The SIG is putting out a call for any remits for the up and 
coming FF AGM at the Nationals. Please forward any Remits to 
SIG Secretary Lincoln Vincent ASAP. There has been a lot of 
discussion on the Nationals format. The Council want us to 
have presentations on the field for classes with less than 5 
entries. My Message to people is to enter the events and 
encourage others to do so as well so all classes can have 
presentations at the Main prizegiving. There are several issues 
that are being discussed with MFNZ over field presentations.
 
We have included Kennedy Precision at Carterton this year so 
that any sport power model with an undercarriage can enter 
such as a Hummingbird or Tomboy so give it a go. Check the 
rules first on the website. No Dt’s before 4 minutes.

Most SIG members are willing to stay on another year. Please 
indicate if you are interested in becoming part of the SIG and 
also if you are willing to run a day at the Nats and spread the 
Workload.



Pattern Aerobatics
The new schedules for Advanced and F3A Aerobatics are 
effective from 01 October 2013.

The FAI F3A P-15 schedule will be flown at all local NZ 
competitions, as per the FAI Sporting Code for Class F3A - R/C 
Aerobatic Power Model Aircraft. 

Preliminary Schedule P-15 (2014-2015)                 K-Factor 
      

 
P-15.01    Golf Ball with two ½ rolls K 3 

     
P-15.02    Half Square Loop on Corner with ½ roll K 3 

     

P-15.03    Double Immelman with 2 knife-edge flights K 5 
     

P-15.04    Half Square Loop with ½ roll K 2 

     
P-15.05    Stall Turn with 1¼ roll up, ¾ roll down K 5 

     

P-15.06    Half Reverse Cuban 8 with ½ roll K 2 

     
P-15.07    Roll Combination with consecutive three 

1/6 rolls, three 1/6 rolls in opposite direction K 5
P-15.08    Pull-Push-Push Humpty-Bump with 

¾ roll up, ¾ roll down (Option: ½ roll up, 
½ roll down) K 4

P-15.09    Top Hat Inverted Spin with 2½ turns K 4 

   
P-15.10    Pull-Knife-Edge-Push Humpty-Bump with 

½ roll down  K 4 
    

P-15.11    Reverse Cuban 8 with consecutive two 
¼ rolls, consecutive two ½ rolls in opposite 

directions  
K 4  

P-15.12    Figure 9 with consecutive four ¼ rolls up K 3 
     

P-15.13    Hour-Glass with ½ roll, roll, ½ roll K 4 

     
P-15.14    Stall Turn with consecutive two ¼ rolls 

down K 3
P-15.15    45° Upline with consecutive two rolls in 

opposite directions K 
4      
P-15.16    Split S with ½ roll K 
1

     
P-15.17    Avalanche with snap roll on top K 
4

     
   Total : K 60

 Advanced Schedule A-14 (2013-2014)            K-Factor 
          

A-14.01    Golf Ball K 3 

A-14.02    Half Square Loop on Corner K 3 

A-14.03    Double Immelman with ½ roll, roll K 5 

A-14.04    Half Square Loop with ½ roll K 
2


